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Graph Encoding and Transitive Closure 
Representation

INTRODUCTION

Composite objects represented as directed graphs are an 

and document databases (Abiteboul, Cluet, Christophides, 

-

to handle such objects in relational database systems when 
they involve ancestor-descendant relations (or say, reach-

encoding based on a tree labeling method and the concept 

the shortest connection networks. A branching is a subgraph 
of a given digraph that is in fact a forest, but covers all the 

(directed acyclic 
n nodes, the space needed for storing its transitive 

closure can be reduced to O(b n b is the number of 
the leaf nodes of ’s branching. Such a compression is, 
however, at the expense of querying time. Theoretically, 
it takes O(logb
from another. The method can also be extended to digraphs 
containing cycles. 

BACKGROUND

A composite object can be generally represented as a directed 

a composite object corresponds to a complex design, which 
is composed of several subdesigns. Often, subdesigns are 
shared by more than one higher-level design, and a set 
of design hierarchies thus forms a directed acyclic graph 

literature, recording reference relationships between authors, 
constructs a directed cyclic graph. As a third example, we 
consider the traditional organization of a company, with a 
variable number of manager-subordinate levels, which can 
be represented as a tree hierarchy.

In a relational system, composite objects must be frag-
mented across many relations, requiring joins to gather all 

the tuples to be joined. The so-called  is another 

advanced join algorithms have been suggested, based on 
hashing and a large main memory. In addition, a different 
kind of attempts to attain a compromise solution is to extend 
relational databases with new features, such as 
of composite objects, by which the concatenated foreign 
keys of ancestor paths are stored in a primary key. Another 
extension to relational system is nested relations

recursive relationships cannot be represented by simple 
deductive

databases and  can be considered 
as two quite different extensions to handle this problem 

In the past decade, another kind of research has been 
done to avoid  operation based on 
In this article, we provide an overview on most important 
techniques in this area and discuss a new encoding approach 
to pack “ancestor paths” in a relational environment (Chen, 

e b
O(n b b is the number of the leaf nodes of the 
graph’s branching. This computational complexity is better 
than any existing method for this problem, including the 

-

TREE LABELING

In this section, we mainly discuss the concept of tree labeling, 

tree T, we can label it as follows. By traversing T in preorder,
each node v will obtain a number pre(v
in which the nodes of the tree are visited. In a similar way, 
by traversing T in postorder, each node v will get another 
number post(v -
terize the reachabilities of nodes as follows.
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• v and v’ be two nodes of a tree T.

Then, v’ is a descendant of v iff pre( pre(v
post( post(v

• .

The following example helps for illustration.

•  See the pairs associated with the nodes of 

each pair is the preorder number of the corresponding 
node and the second is its postorder number. Using 
such labels, the reachabilities of nodes can be easily 

-
ated with b against the label for f, we know that b is
an ancestor of f in terms of Proposition 1. We can also 
see that since the pairs associated with  and c do not 
satisfy the condition given in Proposition 1, must
not be an ancestor of c and vice versa.

p, p’, u
and v. We say that (p, p’,
(p,  (p’, p p’ and  < ’. Then, u is a descendant 
of v if (p, p’,

GRAPH DECOMPOSITION AND 
COMPUTATION OF TRANSITIVE
CLOSURES

Now we discuss how to recognize the ancestor-descendant 

-

Next, cyclic graphs are discussed in 4.3.

Branchings of DAGs

What we want is to apply the technique discussed above to 
 needs 

•  (
V, V, E

if it is cycle-free and dindegree(v v V.

Clearly, if for only one node r, dindegree(r
rest of the nodes, v, dindegree(v
directed tree with root r. Normally, a branching is a set of 
directed trees. Now, we assign each edge e a same cost (e.g., 
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